
43% of .AI domains are registered to 
unrelated third parties while 49% still have 
matching .AI domains available. 

Research is indicating a 350% rise in domain 
disputes over .AI extensions.

Sources:
https://domainnamewire.com/2024/04/12/ai-adds-another-70k-domains-in-less-than-four-months/
https://www.cscdbs.com/en/resources-news/domain-security-report/
https://www.globalblock.tw/

About 42 countries, including Anguilla, have 
adopted the UDRP. 

it’s not necessary for the trademark owner to 
have a trademark registration in Anguilla. If 
the complainant has trademark rights in the 
U.S. or any other market, that would be 
sufficient to bring the dispute.

Brand monitoring of additional top level 
domains. Recently Extended to .AI for a much 
larger coverage.

https://domainnamewire.com/2024/04/12/ai-adds-another-70k-domains-in-less-than-four-months/
https://www.cscdbs.com/en/resources-news/domain-security-report/
https://www.globalblock.tw/


DAI2023-0001 Carrefour SA - carrefour.ai Terminated
DAI2023-0002 Amundi Asset Management - amundi.ai Terminated

DAI2023-0003 Good Methods Global Inc. - carestack.ai Terminated

DAI2023-0004 Cybernet Entertainment LLC Christopher Wake kink.ai Complaint denied

DAI2023-0005 Marketing Secrets, LLC Registration Private, Domains By Proxy, LLC russellbrunson.ai Transfer

DAI2023-0006 Carvana, LLC - carvana.ai Terminated
DAI2023-0007 Bayer AG - bayer.ai Terminated
DAI2023-0008 Association des Centres Distributeurs E. 

Leclerc – A.C.D. Lec
- leclerc.ai Terminated

DAI2023-0009 Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma Gmbh & Co.Kg Registration Private, Domains By Proxy, LLC boehringer-ingelheim.ai Transfer

DAI2023-0010 Sage Global Services Limited Narendra Ghimire, Deep Vision Architects sage.ai Complaint denied

DAI2023-0011 BforBank Domains By Proxy, LLC bforbank.ai Transfer

DAI2023-0012 Mphasis Limited Registration Private, Domains By Proxy, LLC mphasis.ai Transfer

DAI2023-0013 Infosys Limited Domain Addmin, ewire infosys.ai Transfer

DAI2023-0014 Aston Martin Lagonda Limited DNS Admin, Kindpedia astonmartin.ai Transfer

DAI2023-0015 Filevine, Inc. - filevine.ai Terminated
DAI2023-0016 Connectwise, LLC Veniamin Kalegin connectwise.ai Transfer
DAI2023-0017 Calvin Klein, Inc. haisong huanghaisong calvinklein.ai Transfer

Source: https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/domains/decisionsx/index-cctld.html

https://www.wipo.int/amc/en/domains/decisionsx/index-cctld.html


Generic Country Code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs): Google treats some ccTLDs
(such as .tv and .me) as gTLDs, as we've found that users and website owners
frequently see these more generic than country-targeted.
Here is a list of those ccTLDs (this list may change).

.ad    .ai .as    .bz    .cc

.cd    .co    .dj    .fm    .io

.la    .me    .ms    .nu    .sc 

.sr    .su    .tv    .tk    .ws

“As of early June, 2023, we treat .ai as a gTLD in Google 
Search, so yeah, you can use it for your global presence!”
Gary Illyes (Google)

Source: https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2010/03/working-with-multi-regional-websites

https://developers.google.com/search/blog/2010/03/working-with-multi-regional-websites


In February, Microsoft and OpenAI said they found and shut 
down OpenAI accounts belonging to “five state-affiliated 
malicious actors” using AI tools, including ChatGPT, to carry 
out cyberattacks. The accounts were associated with Chinese-
affiliated Charcoal Typhoon (CHROMIUM) and Salmon Typhoon 
(SODIUM), Iran-affiliated Crimson Sandstorm (CURIUM), North 
Korea-affiliated Emerald Sleet (THALLIUM), and Russia-
affiliated Forest Blizzard (STRONTIUM) according to OpenAI 
and Microsoft Threat Intelligence.

Sources:
https://qz.com/business-cyberattacks-ai-threat-microsoft-1851329563
https://secureops.com/blog/ai-offense-defense/

Not only has AI become a powerful defense mechanism, but it 
has also given rise to a new generation of cyber threats. 
Attackers can now exploit AI’s capabilities to wreak havoc. 
Machine learning algorithms can be trained to find and exploit 
software vulnerabilities, enabling more precise and efficient 
attacks. Intrusion detection evasion, once the domain of 
skilled hackers, is now augmented by AI. Attackers can use AI 
algorithms to identify patterns in security systems and devise 
strategies to bypass them. Even AI-powered phishing attacks, 
capable of crafting convincing messages by analyzing 
communication patterns, pose significant challenges.

https://qz.com/business-cyberattacks-ai-threat-microsoft-1851329563
https://secureops.com/blog/ai-offense-defense/


Sources:
https://www.get.inc/blog/ai-and-the-domain-industry-a-revolutionary-impact
https://www.get.inc/blog/10-powerful-business-name-generators
https://www.get.inc/blog/revolutionize-your-venture-with-automated-business-ideas

Business Name Generators
.inc domains
Namelix
Wix
Looka
Logo
Startllc.com
BusinessNameGenerator.com
Namify
DomainWheel
NameSnack

AI-Driven Domain Name Generation
Automated Domain Appraisal and Pricing
Automated Domain Name Management
Enhanced Security and Threat Detection

https://www.get.inc/blog/ai-and-the-domain-industry-a-revolutionary-impact
https://www.get.inc/blog/10-powerful-business-name-generators
https://www.get.inc/blog/revolutionize-your-venture-with-automated-business-ideas
https://www.get.inc/tools/domain-name-suggester
https://namelix.com/
https://www.wix.com/tools/business-name-generator
https://looka.com/business-name-generator/
https://logo.com/business-name-generator
https://howtostartanllc.com/business-name-generator
https://businessnamegenerator.com/
https://namify.tech/
https://domainwheel.com/domain-name-search/
https://www.namesnack.com/
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